GENEVIEVE'S WORLD
(Illinois Eligible)
BAY FILLY; Foaled April 14, 2019

Reg: 5T304 Chip: 137209

By WORLD OF ROCKNROLL p,3,1:50.3 .................. Rich N Elegant p,3,1:56.4
   WWOF Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3 ................. Worldly Beauty p,4,1:49.3 ..................
   Genview's World p,4,1:54.4 .......................... Beach Towel p,3,1:50.3
   Imnotasonofabeach p,4,1:54.4 ...................... Five O'Clock Cindy p,3,1:54.4
   Secret Desire p,4,1:56 ............................... Forrest Skipper p,4,1:51.5
   Flying Gertie p,2:01.1h                           ..................

By WORLD OF ROCKNROLL p,2,1:54.1; 3:1:50.3 ($338,561) by Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3. From 1,148 foals, sire of 81 winners from 115 starters. Sire of 72 in 2:00, 46 in 1:55, and 21 earners over $100,000 including BAD GIRLS RULE (M) p,2:00 ($336,562), CLAREBEAR (M) p,2:08 ($326,658), WORLD OF GAMING p,3,1:50.3 ($318,322), CHEROKEE HIFLYZANE p,1:51 ($245,514), ROCKY'S Z TAM p,1:49.2 ($232,011), E R ROCK MY WORLD p,1:52.2 ($227,571), ROCK N ROLL ROSIE (M) p,1:52h ($217,883), TRIAL BY FIRE p,1:52.4 ($216,136), PONDA WORLD (M) p,4,1:51.2 ($214,550), MYELL'S ROCKSTAR p,4,1:52.1 ($210,070), etc. Total progeny earnings of $6,513,990.

1st Dam
IMNOTASONOFABEACH p,3,1:57.4; 4,1:54.4; BT4,1:54.2 ($12,472) by Jenna's Beach Boy p,4,1:47.3. 4 wins. At 2, race timed 2:03.1. At 3, third in KYSS at The Red Mile. Dam of 2 of racing age including a 3-year-old, both winners. Dam of:
I'M OVER THE ENJEN p,3,1:55.3; BT4,1:54.4 (m, Major Bombay) ($26,751). 4 wins. At 3, second in leg Salvaro at Hawthorne. Now 4, racing and a winner in '20.
BROOKES OCEAN p,2,Q1:59; 3,1:52.4-'20 (m, Real Desire) ($18,200). Now 3, racing and undefeated in '20 with 6 starts, 6 wins with last quarters as fast as 26.3, all at Hawthorne.

2nd Dam
SECRET DESIRE p,4,1:56 ($16,106) by Forrest Skipper p,4,1:50.3. Dam of 12 foals, 6 winners, including:
SECRET RUNNER p,2,1:59; 3,1:56.1 (g, Road Runner Spur) ($80,165). 9 wins. At 2, winner INSS; third in INSS at Hoosier Park.
FINAL DESIRE p,3,1:54.4 (m, Final Cheers) ($54,187). 9 wins. At 3, second in IC S. at IL State Fair, IDOA S. at IL State Fair. As Aged, third in ECS at Anna.
INNOTASONOFABEACH p,3,1:57.4; 1:54.4 (m, Jenna's Beach Boy) ($12,472). 4 wins. As above.
MYSECRETFISHNSPOT p,4,1:59.3 (m, I Scoot Hanover) ($2,860). 1 win.
RUSH STEPS HIGH p,2,2:05.4h (m, True Charm) ($1,881). 1 win. At 2, winner INFS at Portland; third at Indiana Downs. Dam of RUSH COUNTY SMOKE p,4,1:57.3, etc.
Hillcrest Fireball p,2,2:02 (g, I Scoot Hanover) ($2,980). At 3, second in INFS at Goshen; third at Frankfort, Kendallville and Kentland. Mercysakes p,3,2:02.2f (m, I Scoot Hanover) ($1,705). 1 win.

3rd Dam
FLYING GERTIE p,3,2:05.3h; 2:01.1h ($31,269) by Flying Bret p,4,2:00.2. 13 wins. Dam of 3 winners (2 in 1:57) including:
SECRET DESIRE p,4,1:56 (m, Forrest Skipper) ($16,106). 5 wins. As above. UNCLE BOBO p,3,1:56 (h, B G's Bunny) ($8,962). 1 win.
Butter P Khan p,3,2:00.2h (m, Genghis Khan) ($17,950). 8 wins.

4th Dam
GERTIE MAUDEEN t,2:14.2h ($1,230) by Little Pat W t,2:12.10. Dam of 10 winners, including:
Maudeen G B p,3,2:06.1h; 2:00.4 (m, Flying Bret) ($24,186). 13 wins. Dam of MISS G B CHIP t,1:59.2 ($59,189), etc. Granddam of MISS DW CHIP T,1:59.2 ($59,189), etc. W H Circo t,2:03.3f (g, Ciro) ($22,329). 21 wins. Topes Gertie t,2:04.1 (m, Top Pro) ($8,154). 8 wins. Dam of MOUNTAIN CHAIRMAN t,3,1:59.2 ($108,914), etc. Granddam of MOUNTAIN MAJESTIC t,3,1:59.2 ($116,427), etc. Gerties G B (m, Top Pro). Dam of WINNERS CHIP GB t,4,2:02.3f ($37,754), etc.

ENGAGEMENTS
Illinois Conceived & Foaled